In Qualitative Methods, she taught us to experience the allegiance of the personal and political, the individual and cultural, the affective and rational, the therapeutic and intellectual.
As we surrendered to her tenderness, she rendered the severed intact, blurred fiction and fact, revealed kindness as transgressive act.
A class called Emotions, came with Lamott's Operating Instructions. 6 This set in motion systematic introspection, 7 the exploration of Franck's Separation, 8 and the never Final Negotiations. 9 Disclosing our hunger, exposing anger's heat, we searched for closure and the peace of Mercy Street. 10 But it wasn't all so serious. In her world, affliction is poetic, even humorous. "Dr. Denzin," she'd greet, "how I'd like you to meet," (not John and Jennifer, Christine, and me) but "Heart Attack, Hodgkins, and Bulimia Squared." We learned to wear the identities we most feared from Carolyn. 
